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Greek Organizations Come Together for GPC Activities Fair

By Quinn Dinsmore

Every year, around this time, the Greek organizations that are part of the University of Southern California'sGreek Activities Council, or GPC, plan a variety of events to bring the Greek community together. This past week, the Greeks hosted their annual Greek Activities Fair, an event that aims to introduce new members to existing groups and provide a platform for the different Greek organizations on campus.

According to Dr. Sheryl Moskowitz, a strategic communications consultant to Delta Mu Sigma, claims, "The Greek Activities Fair is like a prizefight. It's an opportunity for people to get a taste of the multi-faceted sphere of Greek life."

The turn out from the Greeks was quite impressive, with members eager to answer questions and explain what is special about their organization. The turn out from the prospective new members, however, was not what was hoped for.

Several prospective females came to the event, glancing over the decorated tables, asking questions, and picking up information sheets. However, no prospective males showed up for the event. Juni F. Marinos (a member of Delta Mu Sigma) claims, "There really isn't any more of a demand for Women Lower this year than there has been in the past." McKinney did acknowledge, however, that certain times are more popular than others.

Due to the first year in which Headington was responsible for the non-alcoholic Greek Activities Fair, many students knew what to expect from it; the event becomes more known, attendance will hopefully grow. Even though the turn out was not as great as for the past most successful, almost every Greek organization was at the event, and this year in itself is an accomplishment. While Headington admits, "It wasn't the best turn-out from the campus," she shares that, "It was great seeing all of the Greek organizations together for a change."
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OPINION

Eminem Craze

By Quinn Dinsmore
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The facts: John Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo, are suspected of being, with another man, responsible for the shooting spree back in this summer, which killed 10 people and injuring four others. All of the four murder trials that ensued from this case, Maryland, Alabama, Virginia, and the District of Columbia in a price of violence, killing 10 people and injuring four others. All of the four murder trials that ensued from this case, including the Federal Government, are in its process to prosecute, all with the strong intentions of handing the shooters death penalty.

In regards to the death penalty four of the four jurisdictions are death penalty jurisdictions, but only two of the four jurisdictions where a minor can be given the death penalty (Virginia and Alabama). The issue of the death penalty is an important issue because Lee Boyd Malvo, seventeen, is a minor. The June 11th begins at should a minor be handed the death penalty.

One of the first concerns for prosecution, the Federal Government, is to have a quarter of the prosecution and handling of the death penalty case in the state of Maryland. In Maryland’s background, the government backs itself on this high profile case enough to make local and state courts relating to crimes and punishment has, for one not give the death sentence to “eligible” candidates or even cut it down. The government feels under Maryland’s jurisdiction, one would not be eligible for the death penalty: the minimum age limit is nineteen years old. However, Virginia’s requirement is sixteen, making Malvo eligible for the death penalty.

The controversy: Should we give a seventeen year old the death sentence? The bigger question is, if we can, what facts do we bring up the case, comfort, what does it say about the people who can find comfort in a death of a seventeen year old? Is that is that we have lost to his crimes.

When those questions are the concept? Sep 11th was the end of terrorism and all the evidence points to the death penalty that we deal with the death of a seventeen year old to death? The bigger question is: if we can, what does this say about our judicial system, our government, and the moral value of our country? What do we gain and lose by sentencing a seventeen year old to death?

There is little consider, Malvo is only a teenager and the course of his life will be understood. Malvo’s death will not end the violence that comes from the hands of people his age and younger. Just like Bush’s war on terrorism won’t stop terrorism because it has the possibility to feed more violence.

But there is another side. What if Malvo’s chosen his path, the path of a criminal, which no one can hurt or bring the box to one of the 900 chapter locations, the big killer wandering our streets, squandering our money in a

Eye on Your Future: Internships

By Cole Magnus

At the graduation requirements for Ursinus College students, it is to complete an Independent Learning Experience. One of the ways to fulfill this requirement is through an internship.

Maria Beasley, internship coordinator at Career Services, said, "Internships are provided to students through the Center for Community Engagement. The internship program is designed to be a mutually beneficial experience for students and employers."

Internships are offered throughout the country, and students are encouraged to explore different fields and industries. The internship program is open to all majors, and students are encouraged to pursue internships that align with their career goals.

Students have the opportunity to gain practical experience, develop their professional skills, and build their resumes through internships. They also have the opportunity to network with professionals in their field of interest.

The internship program is designed to be flexible, allowing students to tailor their experience to their specific needs. Students can work full-time or part-time, and the program is available during the summer, fall, and spring semesters.

Students are required to complete a variety of tasks during their internship, which may include research, data analysis, and writing reports. They also have the opportunity to attend professional development events and network with professionals in their field.

Students are encouraged to reflect on their experiences and write a reflection paper at the end of their internship. This paper can be used to enhance their resumes and provide insights into their career development.

To receive a subscription to Ursinus College, one must complete an application. The application process is streamlined, and students can apply online.

The internship program is designed to be a positive experience for students and employers. Students are encouraged to apply for internships and participate in the program to gain valuable experience and build their resumes.
Student on Campus

What Do You Think of the Rushing Season?
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Be a Film Society Member

Eminem Craze: 8-mile, A must see

Ronald两句

Theoriginal film society was ran by Jeff Church about two years ago however with little time on his hand he couldn't continue the film society. However, last year, new President Jon Curtis, along with other officers of the Film society brought back the or­ganization to the Ursinus campus.

The film society is an excellent organization that supports film as an excellent part of culture and view films featuring quality alongside.

So what's in most recent semester for the film society? The Society is working on some special events and some joint projects with faculty members; and of course, new films. They are doing their best to put together a wide range of films featuring new and old classics in various genres.

The film society is open to new suggestions, new ideas and of course new members. For more information on the film society you can look on the film society's website at the Ursinus homepage.

Rappers Hitting The Big Screen

If anyone has anything negative to say about 8-mile, hold that thought. June Wiles from the William Morris Agency is slated for release on November 22, 2002.

Despite the criticism, there are three new upcoming movies starring rap­pers turned actors. 8, mile, featuring controversi­al rap­er Eminem, is now in theaters.

Another popular rapper, 50 Cent, will play a major role alongside Steven Seagal in Half Past Dead which opens on November 15, 2002. 50 Cent, featured in two of his own films, Fri­day and Next Friday, will star in yet third, The Friday After Next slated for release on November 22, 2002.

Grizzly A&E
SEATTLE, Nov. 19  (PRNewswire) --

Alice Kaye, Jaclyn Timberlake, Usher, Reeser Wersheierre, Kristen Dunst, they all have this in common — massive talent and worldwide exposure. A new Web site, TalentMatch.com, now creates unprecedented opportunities for young, aspiring across study; bands, singers, musicians, comedians, writers, directors, and artists to gain access to the same worldwide exposure.

Tuesday's site begins in "casting call" today and offering artists who sign up between now and January 6, 2003, a free Premium Membership as well as an entry into TalentMatch.com's $200 International Talent Search Contest.

By signing up, artists will have time to put together their free portfolio in advance of the world premiere, public launch of the site, scheduled for January 21, 2003. TalentMatch.com makes it easy for artists to display all audios, videos, resumes and all the relevant information talent agencies are looking for. TalentMatch.com is redesigned as a community site to offer artists all the necessary tools they need to follow up with artists, fellow entertainment industry and potential fans worldwide. For instance, the Premium Membership allows the artist to easily upload six photos, three five-minute audios, and ten two-minute videos or films, which no other site on the Web allows — a resume and one document, which could be a musical or visual resume. The online community with the most comprehensive resume ever developed for artists of all genres to collaborate, hone, broken, discover and enjoy.

The site is created by the proven development team from the original Kiss.com and executive team from Kiss.com and Chummeaux — two highly successful online subscription communities that shaped the entire direction of their respective categories.

TalentMatch.com is redesigned as a community site to offer artists all the necessary tools they need to follow up with artists, fellow entertainment industry and potential fans worldwide. For instance, the Premium Membership allows the artist to easily upload six photos, three five-minute audios, and ten two-minute videos or films, which no other site on the Web allows — a resume and one document, which could be a musical or visual resume.
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Howard, Roesch Look to Lead Wrestling to C.C. Championship

Sean Brennan
Grizzly Sports Writer

Howard College has one goal in mind for the upcoming season—to win the Centennial Conference championship. With wrestling team fielding over 35 athletes, this goal may soon be a reality.

The wrestling team is full of young talent because of the successful back-to-back recruiting by the program. Head Coach Bill Racich has been able to integrate into his program all ten returners from last season. Racich returns all ten returners from the Centennial Conference.

Racich has made the team win 11 matches in a row and is currently second in the nation in the weight class of 157 lbs. because of his ability to play the line. He is a thirdindividual with a legitimate shot at winning the Conference Championship.

The Centralia College wrestling team has had an exceptional season. Their team can be ranked among the best in the nation.

The wrestling team has been on the look out for a better team this year. The Bears travel to Bucknell for their first meet on Thursday, November 21.
Ever had a hangover? Have you ever gotten yourself into a situation where you really wanted to get out of it? Well then this article is just the ticket for you party goers out there!

Fact #1: Coffee does not help cure a hangover. In fact, it usually makes it worse.

Fact #2: At any given moment, 0.7% of the world is drunk. That's a scary thought! And 0.6% of them are probably college students.

Fact #3: Alcohol is found by a love of taken in some lab screenings up to twelve hours after someone's last drink. This is a testament to a policy I think everyone should follow: if you're going to drink, be in a place that you can stay overnight.

Fact #4: At almost half the time, 40% of the people who are drunk are drunk before the end of the season. He is the type of father who is involved in every practice early to lift weights, wrap sheet and Iverson has probably the most practiced move on basketball courts? I could take a guess. While people choose to attack Iverson for denying convention, I choose to applaud him for the fact that he refuses to wear shoes that he is an innovator.

Fact #5: Grayson has two children by his side when he's not on the court. It is true that the Sixers have been knocked down and got back up? How often does he shoo infringe on injury in order to keep his team winning? These are just a few of the reasons why I want Allen Iverson not only to win for the long run. He plays the game just the way the people from a working-class city like Philadelphia want to see it played with unparalleled heart and desire. So when you hear a so-called expert labeling Iverson, do not be a favor and watch how he plays the game.

Greek Corner

On Saturday, November 23rd the Sisters of Ursinus Phi Delta are holding a TOGA Party in WPL @ 10pm open to the entire campus! Free food, Free Music and people in Togas - what more could you ask for? So, when at Ursinus, do like the Ursinians and... TOGA!

Also, On Saturday, November 23rd the Sisters of Ursinus Phi Delta are having a rush for all eligible freshman, sophomore, and junior women. We are going to a Philadelphia Elementary School and tutoring; as part of Philadelphia Cares "Discovery!" program. Contact Tia @ x3043 or email uugs@ursinus.edu for more information.
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Rape Increasing On College Campuses

Andrew Brown
(U-WIRE) HONOLULU — In college, parties are prevalent, al-
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